Body Confident Book List for Kids
Younger Kids (2-6)
Embrace Your Body,
Taryn Brumfitt

This bright, fun book (and catchy song- we warned you!)
are a perfect starting point for kids (aged 2+) to start
bringing the body positivity to your story time.
The book covers all of the top body positive messages
for kids: talking about the amazing things that our
bodies can do, and celebrating diversity without
comparing our bodies to others.
Also, see the website for free parent and teacher
resources (developed by BCM’s own Dr Zali Yager) to
accompany the book.
https://bodyimagemovement.com/embrace/embracekidsbo
ok/

Love Your Body, Jessica Sanders

This book has it all- beautiful graphics that depict a wide
diversity of body shapes and sizes, positive messages
that we know are effective in improving body image, a
focus on body functionality, and helpful tips for things
to do when you are not feeling so #bodypositive... 


I give this an A+, 10/10 and recommend for ages 8-14...
It's a picture book, but perfect for the tweens and early
teens.

Be Your Own Man, Jessica Sanders

Pre-order this new beautifully illustrated book from
Jessica Sanders for the boys in your life…
This book takes on toxic masculinity head on by
breaking down the ‘tough guy’ norm to normalize the
wide range of ways that boys and men can be.
More details here:
https://re-shape.info/shops/be-your-own-man-pre-ordersigned-copy

Minnie has had a bad day at school. Some children
made fun of her looks, and she wishes she was more
like them. This beautifully illustrated, confidenceboosting book will help encourage children aged 3-7 to
celebrate their strengths and embrace diversity.
Included are questions that adults can ask to see how
children relate to Minnie and Max’s thoughts and
feelings. Colourful, funny and uplifting, this book will
help you make sure your child is OK with their body
image!
Seven-year-old Lena is going to paint a picture of herself.
She wants to use brown paint for her skin. But when she
and her mother take a walk through the neighborhood,
Lena learns that brown comes in many different shades.
Through the eyes of a little girl who begins to see her
familiar world in a new way, this book celebrates the
differences and similarities that connect all people.

Now younger readers can discover the Wonder message
with this gorgeous picture book, starring Auggie and his
dog Daisy on an original adventure, written and
illustrated by R.J. Palacio. With spare, powerful text and
richly-imagined illustrations, We're All Wonders shows
readers what it's like to live in Auggie's world - a world in
which he feels like any other kid, but he's not always seen
that way. We're All Wonders taps into every child's
longing to belong, and to be seen for who they truly are.
It's the perfect way for families and teachers to talk about
empathy, difference and kindness with young children. I
know I can't change the way I look. But maybe, just
maybe, people can change the way they see
The first book is titled 'Little Miss Jessica Goes to
School' which tackles important issues and aims to break
down stigmas associated with disability, body image, self
acceptance, friendship, social interaction, self esteem,
and stereotypes.

Shapesville is a picture book about five friends who live in
a small town. They are all different shapes, sizes, and
colors, and each has a unique talent. They encourage
children to celebrate their own differences and learn
that, "It’s not the size of your shape, or the shape of your
size, but the size of your heart, and that deserves first
prize. So be proud of your body, any size or shape will do.
Be proud of your body because YOU are a STAR too!"
Shapesville has been officially evaluated by researchers,
and was found to have a positive impact on children’s
body image and weight stereotyping.
The mission of this wonderfully illustrated book The
Magnificent Toby Plum is to promote an appreciation of
diversity and a positive body image. Ryan and Cowman,
who are both researchers in the area of self-esteem and
the prevention of eating disorders in young people, have
undoubtedly completed this mission. This is classically a
children’s book (Ages 6+) but could be enjoyed by readers
of any age.

Another book written by body image researchers, Your
Body is Brilliant help children to recognise body
functionality and diversity.
Bodies do all sorts of amazing things, like move around,
grow bigger and heal themselves. Bodies also come in all
sorts of shapes and sizes and we need to take care of
them so that they stay healthy and strong. If we listen to
our bodies they tell us exactly what they need.

Charlie’s Tales are a set of books available from the Pretty
Foundation. Charlie’s Tales Cassia and the Fire Dragons,
and Sylvie and the Star Tree focuses on 2 major themes:
1. Our bodies are all unique, and we need to value the
ways we are different to everyone else.
2. Our character is important, and we need to value our
inner beauty.

Older Kids (6-10)

The Body Image
Book for Girls
Charlotte Markey

Written by a body image researcher, this brand-new non-fiction
book (pre-order in august, 2020) for girls aged 9-15 promises to
cover all of the hot topics: “puberty, mental health, self-care,
why diets are bad news, dealing with social media, and
everything in-between”. More details here:
https://thebodyimagebookforgirls.com/
Also, Dr Markey is currently writing the Body Image Book for
Boys!

Diary of a Wimpy
Kid: The Ugly Truth
Jeff Kinney

In this installment of the graphic-novel series, the hero Greg
Hefley bumbles through the physical indignity of puberty,
including orthodontic headgear. While Greg never reaches
perfect self-acceptance, just knowing that other boys feel pretty
bad about themselves most of the time has to make a reader feel
marginally better about himself.

Wonder R. J
(2012).

Wonder a novel that follows the journey of a 10-yearold boy
named Auggie who has a severe facial visible difference
(Craniofacial syndrome). Exploring the highs and lows of
friendships, cliques, rumours, bullying, group dynamics and
human nature, and how we treat people who are different.
Within the text, the author assists children to learn how to view
the world from the viewpoint of others, particularly those who
are different to themselves

